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Sunday, December 30, 2018
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Good morning everyone,
It will be 2019 by the time I sit down here to write the next newsletter, so I
will take this opportunity to wish you all good health & much happiness for
the coming New Year.
It has been a quiet year for me with not even a London trip to reflect
upon, though I am planning one of those in the coming year. It could get
at least two package holidays in the sunshine for the cost of just the hotel
stay in London, or the same amount of time in New York including the
flights – but it is what it is & the reason I can’t visit as regularly as I would
like.
Image 1: The current pansy papers collection comes into its second week
so a way to go with those yet.
Image 2: I think I am creating more oval decoupage sheets than anything
else at the moment, but I have simplified this latest bunch for you to
remove even the final layer of fiddly cutting, as I suspect their simplicity is
the reason that they have become so popular. Here the image depicts a
young girl arranging a vase of flowers.
Image 3: I found a few more vintage American university posters in my
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stash so have been decoupaging those ready to
upload to the men’s page. Here a team of rowers
which I have decoupaged down to the final layer, for
you to rebuild on your project.
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Images 4 & 5: The last two sheets from this little set;
the first is a decoupaged card topper – with an extra
couple of images to use elsewhere on your project, &
the second is the background paper I designed to
accompany all of the sheets in the set.
Image 6: I came across this fairy castle in one of my
resource files & realised how easy it would be to
create a decoupage from it, so that is exactly what I
did. So a nice easy one to cut out & I think it would
look great layered up with 3D pads as part of a
project for a little girl.
Image 7: I really love how these canine toppers came
out & they were real easy to do once I had created
the double layered frame. There are another couple
on file for you still to upload, but I will begin creating
some for cat lovers in the coming week.
Image 8: This sheet has been on file for a while & it is
such a pretty image, much too pretty to remain in
the file.
I have created three different shaped toppers from
the same image & then mirror imaged each one so
you have three pairs of each. I like doing the mirror
images as it gives you more scope to create fancy
fold cards & such.
Images 9 & 10: The next diary date is Valentine’s Day

on February 14th, so that was the first subject I started work on
when I was finished creating stuff for Christmas. So here you
have a really cute image that I have decoupaged, & then I used
the final layer of that decoupage to create a backing paper to
match.
Image 11: The bonus sheet for this morning is another oval
decoupage design.
Rita x

